#FS-Fusil-1-GS
nickel silver front sight
$5.99

#RP-NW-F-6-B
ramrod pipe, 3/8” brass
$2.59

#TR-NW-3-T
trigger
$7.99
#BP-NW-1-B
buttplate, brass
$19.99
Northwest Trade Gun Rod Pipes............................................. #RP-NW-F-6-B
Our ribbed brass ramrod pipes fit a 3/8” ramrod. Made like the originals, our
ramrod pipes have corrugated raised ribs and grooves, to strengthen the thin
brass, to prevent dents, during handling and hard use.
#RP-NW-F-6-B
Northwest Trade Gun ramrod pipe, each
only $2.59
Northwest Trade Gun Buttplate...................................................#BP-NW-1-B
Cut and formed from brass sheet, about 2” wide, this buttplate was copied
from an original N. W. Trade Gun in a local collection, marked Barnett - 1816.
Typically mounted with two or five screws, or small nails.
#BP-NW-1-B
Northwest Trade Gun buttplate, brass
only $19.99
Northwest Trade Gun Triggerguard.............................................. #TG-NW-1-I
Typically surface mounted, or very slightly inlet under the wrist of a Northwest
Trade Gun, this iron triggerguard has a large trigger bow.
#TG-NW-1-I
Northwest triggerguard, steel
only $18.99
#Screw-6x5/8
unplated steel screw, use one or two
only $   .20
Northwest Trade Gun barrel:
Our 42” tapered octagon-to-round 20 (.615”), 24 (.580”) or 28 (.550) gauge barrel is cylinder bored, 1” octagon at the breech, with .550” thread depth for 3/4-16
plug. Crowned, with wedding band. 20 gauge is also offered in 36” or 30” length.
#BBL-20-42
barrel, 20 gauge, 42”, crowned
only $179.00
#BBL-24-42
barrel, 24 gauge, 42”, crowned
only $179.00
#BBL-28-42
barrel, 28 gauge, 42”, crowned
only $179.00
#BBL-20-36
barrel, 20 gauge, 36”, crowned
only $179.00
#BBL-20-30
barrel, 20 gauge, 30”, crowned
only $179.00
#Plug-ST-16-3-R
plug, 1” octagon, 3/4-16, .550” journal
only $   9.99
#Labor-BP
install breech plug, fitted correctly
only $ 25.00
#Labor-US
install lug or sight, soldered, each
only $ 20.00
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Fusil front sight............................. #FS-Fusil-1-B, I or GS
This blade front sight has a pointed oval base with concave
inner surface. Solder it to your round barrel, typically 1-1/2”
to 2-1/2” or more behind the muzzle. Wax cast brass, iron
or nickel silver.
#FS-Fusil-1-B
front sight, brass
only $5.99
#FS-Fusil-1-I
front sight, iron
only $4.99
#FS-Fusil-1-GS front sight, nickel silver
only $5.99
Turtle Front Sight..............................#FS-NW-2-B, I or GS
Called a “turtle” because it has four legs extending from an
oval blade. Similar original sights are also are called “spider”
sights. Solder it to your round b
 arrel, using StayBrite solder
#FS-NW-2-B
front sight, brass
only $8.99
#FS-NW-2-I
front sight, iron
only $6.99
#FS-NW-2-S
front sight, nickel silver
only $8.99
Northwest Trade Gun Trigger.........................#TR-NW-3-T
Pin this trigger directly to our stock, with a high pivot point,
to provide best leverage, for easy trigger release. Modeled
after an original Northwest Trade Gun trigger, our pre-inlet
stock is slotted for this trigger.
#TR-NW-3-T
Northwest Trade Gun trigger
$7.99
#PIN-3-32
trigger pivot pin
$ .50
Nails for Northwest Trade Gun Buttplates:
Many trade gun buttplates used nails instead of screws. Predrill a undersize hole when installing in the end grain of the
stock. Our cut steel nails are 1” long. Pack of 25.
#Nail-Brad
cut nails, steel, pack of 25
only $ 1.99
Tryon flint lock for Northwest Trade Gun.... #Lock-Tryon
Our Tryon flint lock has a fly in the tumbler, and a strong
mainspring. Made in the U.S.A., you may engrave the unmarked plate. Made to fit the inlet for the LOTT lock from
Italy, the Tryon lock is ideal for use in upgrading older guns,
including North Star trade guns.
#Lock-Tryon
flint lock for Trade Gun
only $145.99
Northwest Trade Gun Stocks:
Original Northest Trade Guns are stocked in walnut,
beech, apple, pear, and a variety of other hardwood species.
Apparently none were every stocked in figured wood. Strong
straight grain wood was selected by the gun makers of the era.
Avoid the temptation to use highly figured wood. Curly maple
is an excellent choice for a longrifle, but collectors and serious
re-enactors now recognize it as an error on trade guns.
Precision machine inlet for our Tryon flint lock, buttplate,
trigger, and our 42” (or 30”, or 36”) tapered octagon-to-round
20 or 24 gauge barrel. Even the wedding bands are crisply
cut into the barrel channel. Order our Northwest Trade Gun
parts. Most are surface mounted or easily inlet.
The forend is square ahead of the lock panels for easy
clamping and drilling. A rectangular piece of the same blank
is included for testing stain and finish. Ramrod hole is 3/8”,
drilled full depth, not milled inside. Trigger reach is about 14”
with 3-3/4” drop. Buttplate end is about 4-5/8” high, 2” wide.
Antique Northwest Trade Guns have 42”, 36”, 30” or other
barrel lengths. Our stock fits our 42” and shorter barrels.
#STK-NWI-M1
stock, maple, plain
only $220.00
#STK-NWI-W1
stock, black walnut
only $270.00

